
•This presentation is about Lake Cumberland moving toward accreditation. 

 

• Lake Cumberland wants to pursue accreditation because it will set us on a 

path of continuous quality improvement and demonstrate that we meet 

nationally recognized standards.  

 

•Illustrating this point, a recent research study shows preliminary evidence that 

there is a link between accreditation and health department performance.  

Accredited LHDs in North Carolina, a state with a state level accreditation 

program, demonstrated greater efficiency and effectiveness in H1N1 response 

to public health emergencies than their non-accredited peers.  (Source: Glen 

Mays & John Wayne) 

 

 



•Then enclosed will explore and expound upon the following: 

•Defining accreditation for health departments  

•Understanding the accreditation process and what it looks like 

•Noting some resources where you can go to learn more 

•Learning how we will prepare for accreditation and finally 

•Discussing next steps for our agency, how we’ll work toward accreditation 
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• Accreditation is a status that provides public notification that an institution, 

program, or agency meets standards of quality set forth by an accrediting 

agency.  The accreditation process reflects the fact that the institution, agency or 

program is committed to self-study and external review by one's peers. 

 

• Accreditation has been widely accepted by many fields within the US including 

the healthcare system, schools, and social service agencies such as police and 

fire departments. Likewise, public health agencies need to demonstrate their 

accountability to their community, and measure agency performance against 

nationally-established standards.    We need to move away from the old saying 

‘when you’ve seen one health department, you’ve seen one health department’ 

and toward a place where regardless of where you live, you receive the same 

level of service from your governmental public health department.  
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The goal of accreditation is shown here.  The Public Health Accreditation Board, or 
PHAB, has a vision of improving the quality and performance of all health departments 
through accreditation.  PHAB is the non-profit organization developing and 
implementing the national voluntary accreditation program for state, local, territorial 
and tribal health departments.   

 

•PHAB was developed by the field, for the field and they continue to request feedback 
to make the program as good as it can be.  LHDs should urge themselves to take 
advantage of this opportunity  
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•The main component of the accreditation process is the documentation selection process, 
based on a set of standards and measures 

•These standards measure overall agency capacity as opposed to focusing on specific program 
areas such as preparedness or community health.   

•The standards are primarily based on the 10 essential public health services, the Operational 
Definition of a Functions Local Health Department, the National Public Health Performance 
Standards Program, etc.  In other words, they were developed based on already nationally 
recognized initiatives and went through extensive public comment.   

 

•The standards are divided into 12 domains. The first 10 are based on the 10 essential services 
and the last two are based on agency administrative capacity and governance.  

•The ‘cliff notes’ version of each domain is listed on the slide, but I’ll walk through them briefly 
now 

•Domain 1:  Conduct and disseminate assessments focused on population health status and 
public health issues facing the community 

•Domain 2:  Investigate health problems and environmental public health hazards to protect 
the community 

•Domain 3:  Inform and educate about public health issues and functions 

•Domain 4:  Engage with the community to identify and address health problems 

•Domain 5:  Develop public health policies and plans 

•Domain 6:  Enforce public health laws and regulations 
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•Domain 7:  Promote strategies to improve access to healthcare services 

•Domain 8:  Maintain a competent public health workforce 

•Domain 9:  Evaluate and continuously improve processes, programs and interventions 

•Domain 10: Contribute to and apply the evidence base of public health 

•Domain 11: Maintain administrative and management capacity  

•Domain 12: Maintain capacity to engage the public health governing entity  

 

•So you can see how these apply to the overall work of the agency as opposed to 
specific programs within the agency.   
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•Before a health department can even apply for accreditation, certain prerequisites must be in 
place.  There are 3 processes and documents that a health department must have produced 
recently to be considered as ready to apply to PHAB.   

•Having these documents in place will also satisfy a number of the accreditation standards. 

•The prerequisites are a community health assessment, a community health improvement plan 
and an agency strategic plan 

•For those that might not be familiar with these documents: 

•A community health assessment (CHA), is a process by which a health department assesses the 
health status and the public health needs in the community.  

•A community health improvement plan (CHIP) maps out exactly what the health department is 
going to do as it works with partners to improve the health status of its jurisdiction.  

•A strategic plan for the health department sets forth a health department’s priorities and how 
it plans to accomplish its strategic goals and maybe based on the CHA and CHIP 

•A CHA is often does as a precursor to a CHIP.  A CHA allows us to collect data and then analyze 
it and develop a plan to address the issues brought to light in the CHA.  A CHIP typically involves 
addressing community issues with our system partners and is a long-term and systematic effort 
that goes beyond the scope of our just our agency. 

•A strategic plan identifies priorities for the agency, in terms of goals and objectives, with a 
strictly internal focus to guide what the agency is, what we do and why we do what we do. 
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As assessment is one of the core functions of public health, there are several existing 
frameworks to engage in assessment and planning initiatives. One commonly used 
framework for assessment and planning, known as Mobilizing for Action through 
Planning and Partnership or MAPP, is a community-wide strategic planning process for 
improving community health and strengthening local public health systems. 
Completion of the MAPP process can put an agency on the road to accreditation as it 
results in a community health assessment and community health improvement plan – 
two of the three prerequisites for accreditation which we discussed earlier.  
 

MAPP is just one way to approach assessment and planning. With assessment and 
planning being part of the overall core functions of public health, there are several 
other existing frameworks to engage in assessment and planning activities and it is 
important for each community to consider which framework best meets their needs.  
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•The accreditation process consists of 7 major steps, listed on the screen.  We’ll talk 
about each of these to gain a better understanding of what the process actually looks 
like, from pre-application and what we need to do before we even apply, to maintaining 
accreditation status over time. 

•Let’s go through these one step at a time. 
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Applicant prepares and assesses readiness checklists, views 
online orientation to accreditation, and formally informs PHAB of 
its intent to apply 
 

•Before submitting an application, we need to prepare ourselves.   

•PHAB has a readiness checklist that can help us determine whether we are ready to 
apply by surveying some key areas within the department such as whether we have 
political support in place and have met the prerequisites. 

•The next step is an online orientation training that provides information on the 
application process and timeline, completion of the application, standards and 
measures, guidance on documenting whether we meet the standards and the like. 

•When we determine we are ready, meaning we think we meet the standards and can 
prove that through documentation, we will submit a statement of intent to PHAB, 
which allows us to apply within a 12 month period. 
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•The application is the formal notification of a health department’s 
official intent to proceed with the accreditation process.   
•The process  begins when the application is submitted and the fee, 
which is to be determined, has been paid. 
•The application is done online. In fact, the entire accreditation 
process is paperless. 
•The lead staff, possibly others, must attend a 2-day, in-person 
‘accreditation process training.’  This training will build upon the 
orientation training, and will include a thorough review of the 
accreditation process including the site review and board hearing, 
review of the s/m including guidelines for interpretation, submission 
of documentation, evaluation of the process and department 
preparation for the site visit. 
•If accepted, we then have 12 months to submit all documentation. 
•In addition to meeting PHAB’s eligibility criteria, the three 
prerequisites must be place and submitted with the application.   As a 
reminder, those are a recent agency strategic plan, community health 
assessment and community health improvement plan. 
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•In this step, we actually go through all of the standards and measures and score ourselves on how well we are 
meeting them.  

•The score is based not only on what we think, but what we can prove, or document.  It is not enough just to know 
that we do something  

•We must be able to demonstrate it through proper documentation. This is something we will consider during the 
pre-application period.  We many look through the standards and measures and realize that we need to document 
certain policies or activities in order to prove that we are doing them.   

•Once we give ourselves a score, we will upload documentation into PHAB’s online system that demonstrate 
conformity with each measure. 

•This is an agency-wide effort and once we get there, everybody will likely be contributing to collection of 
documentation.   

•It is here specific programs and all of your job duties come into play.  We might show that meet a measure through 
an activity in a particular program area.   

•Here is an example: 

•Measure 4.2.1 states:  Engage with the community about policies and/or strategies that will promote the 
public’s health 

•Documentation required to satisfy that we meet the measure includes: two examples of engagement 
with a particular population that will be affected by a policy or strategy. Examples of this could include an 
announcement or minutes of a town hall meeting or public hearing, or a call for review and input posted 
in the local newspaper. 

•We would assess ourselves and determine that we meet, partially meet or do not meet the measure 

•If we feel we meet the measure, we would provide two examples of recent assessment reports and proof 
that we distributed them, for example an e-mail that shows we sent the reports to key stakeholders or 
proof that they were discussed during stakeholder meetings through meeting minutes. 

•Measure 7.2.3 states:  Lead or collaborate in culturally competent initiatives to increase healthcare access 
for those that may experience barriers due to cultural, language, or literacy differences. 

•Documentation required to satisfy this measure includes: two examples of culturally competent, 
language or literacy related interventions provided to populations that experience barriers to healthcare 
services. Examples could include use of lay health advocates indigenous to the target population; parish 
nursing; informational materials developed for low literacy individuals; language/interpretive services, etc. 
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•Step 4 is an in-person site visit, to the health department, but a team of site visitors 

•The site visit team will consist of about 3-4 practitioners 

•The purpose of the site visit is for the reviewers to assess our conformity to the 
standards and measures 

•They will do this through reviewing our evidence in advance of the visit, holding 
discussions with staff members and interviewing stakeholders such as members of our 
governing board 

•They will develop a written report that we can use to know where we have done well 
and where we could improve 
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•The PHAB Board of Directors will make a determination as to whether or 
not we achieve accreditation.  They will have access to the site visitors 
report, our self-assessment and documentation and any response we 
make to the site visitors report  

•Their decision includes one of the following options:  

• Accredited:  a status that lasts for 5 years 

• Not accredited: which means we did not meet the criteria 
necessary to satisfy accreditation requirements 
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•PHAB has a process to appeal the following: 

•Accreditation eligibility decision:  if an agency is not considered to be eligible 
applicant 

•Accreditation status as determined by the PHAB Board of Directors 
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•PHAB accreditation will last for 5 years, at which time reaccreditation will be necessary 

•While accredited, we must submit an annual report.  

•The report will include a statement that the department continues to comply with all 
standards and measures, a description of how the department has implemented its 
performance improvement plans, addressed opportunities for improvement that were 
identified during accreditation and describe any substantive changes that have 
occurred in the health department. 
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•Our health department will go through accreditation as a means to accomplish the following: 

 

-Demonstrate increased accountability and credibility:  Through accreditation, we can guarantee to our constituents and stakeholders that we have met 
established national standards.  We work hard for the residents in our town/city/region and having the visibility of accreditation 
status will allow us to brag a bit and give ourselves a public pat on the back.   

 

-At least one LHD (in Northern Kentucky) was able to seek and attain a grant based on their accreditation preparation efforts.  A LHD accredited by the MO state program recruited interns from a nearby 
university and credits being accredited with getting the placements. 

•Leveraging internal resources:  making current agency functions more efficient and cost effective while maintaining the 
integrity of the work 

 

-Strengthen LHDs from within 

•Breaking down programmatic barriers through documentation efforts 

•Establish a synergistic relationship with other divisions/agencies so as to breakdown silos 

•The accreditation process provides a means for a department to identify performance improvement opportunities, to 
improve management, develop leadership and improve relationships with the community.    The process is one that will 
challenge the department to think about what business it does and how it does that business.   

 

-Because accreditation preparation causes an agency to strive for excellence, the process  can: 

•Develop new skills among employees  

•Build teamwork through collaborative efforts and improved communication 

•Create a sense of pride and ownership among staff 

•Attract and retain highly qualified employees 

 

-Who doesn’t need a good self-help book every now and then!  National accreditation affords LHDs a mechanism to: 

•Systematically assess agency functions and prioritize areas for improvement 

•Benchmark agency progress with established national standards 

•Receive third-party, objective feedback on agency functions  
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•We are not alone!  LHDs across the country, have shown interest in applying for 
accreditation! (Data from 2010 NACCHO survey of LHDs) 

 

•Many LHDs are interested in seeking accreditation in the first few years of the program 
(Fall 2011 launch date) 
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•Before we move into discussing accreditation as it relates to our health department, I would like to 
point some resources available to those who want to learn more detail and what other LHDs across the 
country have been doing to prepare. 

•PHAB offers a variety of information on their program, including: 

• A Guide to Accreditation, which provides background information and information on the 
accreditation process in more detail than we have discussed today; 

•A Glossary of Terms, setting forth definitions for words used in the standards and measures; 

•The readiness checklist I mentioned earlier; 

•The PHAB standards and measures against which health departments measure themselves; 
and 

•A guide to interpreting the standards and measures, helpful in understanding what PHAB and 
the site visitors will be looking for in our documentation  

 

•Additionally, a number of health departments have begun preparing for accreditation.  The National 
Association of County and City Health Officials offers tools and resources for those of us that are 
beginning to prepare now. 

•This includes: 

•How To documents on the prerequisites 

•Examples of documentation 

•Examples of LHDs that have gone through accreditation in their states or who have taken steps 
to prepare for national accreditation 

 

•There are a lot of national initiatives underway to support local health departments in preparing for 
accreditation, so we have guidance and support as we work to achieve accreditation   

-Learn more about what others have done 
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•We plan to apply as soon as the budget allows. 

•We are preparing by having already divided up among the Department Heads the 
Standards and Measures and have begun a strategic planning process. 

•We have completed community assessments in the form of the NPHPSS assessment 
and are considering the full MAPP Process. 
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•All staff will be involved in the accreditation process as previously noted. 

•There will be a designated Accreditation Coordinator, whose job it is to organize the 
agency and develop the plan for moving us through the process 

•This person may be delegating assignments to all staff members.  Know that this will 
be at my request as everybody is expected to fully support and participate in the 
process. 

•Understand that priorities may need to change during the application process, both for 
the Accreditation Coordinator and any staff working to prepare documentation  

•Involvement in the process may be different for each of us, but we will need all hands 
on deck.  As we have discussed, staff may be expected to: 

•Assist in collecting documentation 

•Participate in the site visit 

•Be interviewed by the site visit team 

•Help a co-worker with their regular duties if he/she is spending more time on 
accreditation 

 

•Achieving accreditation will be a tremendous success for all of us!  One for which you 
should feel proud.  I want to thank you now, in advance, for contributing to this 
process.  A process that is a public way to recognize the hard work of everybody in this 
agency.  For us to demonstrate how we serve our constituents and protect the health 
of the public.    
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Because the purpose of accreditation is to improve performance, continually, it’s not 
just a one time thing.  It’s a tremendous opportunity to continue to improve, between 
cycles and with each iteration.  Accreditation status will last for 5 years, and there is 
always room for improvement.   

 

So it’s all about improving continuously overtime. 
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